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Editorial
Welcome to the 6th edition of the COACH@WORK Newsletter which is also the
final edition due to the official project end on 31.08.2017.
COACH@WORK stands for „EQAVET system for recognition, validation and accreditation of Supported Employment providers of people with disabilities” and
is a project funded by Erasmus + programme of the European Commission.
Via this newsletter we will update you on the project progress, the various
project intellectual outputs development, forthcoming events and planned
activities, useful articles on topics relevant to the project, as well as guidelines
how to benefit from COACH@WORK achievements.
If you wish to contribute to the content of the newsletter you can send your
materials to zguraprojects@gmail.com.
Enjoy reading!
Find us on:
www.supportemployment.eu

www.twitter.com/zguraprojects

www.facebook.com/supportemployment
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Final stage of the piloting phase in the partner countries - a satisfactory completion
Austria
Over the last few weeks, 21 participants took place in the pilot training of the COACH@WORK project at Jugend am Werk Steiermark in
Graz. They were able to deepen their skills in the field of supported
employment for people with disabilities. The 100-learninghours‘training programme was implemented as a blend learning
course with a combination of face-to-face and online learning. The
feedback was good, and one participant explained, "I was able to learn
quite a few new things and already had the opportunity to use them in
my daily work. I’m really glad I got the opportunity to take part in this
course."
And that was just the beginning: at the moment, talks are going on
with the management of "inbildung", a training organisation for professions in the social field, to implement the COACH@WORK training
in their regular course offers…
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Piloting in Spain
In Spain, initially 20 persons are involved in the piloting. All of them are
unemployed people. 10 of them passed successfully the final assessment.
The average between face to face and e-learning process was almost
50/50 – the reason is because mostly all of the piloters are prequalifying
so they need more personal guidance to be provided by the trainer.
The Spanish colleagues are also designed a very interesting MOOC
(Massive Open Online Course) as a way to improve disability awareness
and increase job opportunities for persons with disabilities.
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Piloting in Turkey
30 applicants have submitted their applications to participate in the
course.
There were provided 4 training sessions with duration of 24 hours.
21 of them have participated during the piloting phase and all of them
have successfully passed the final dual assessment.
3 main motivations of trainees to participate:


“Being well trained I could be more successful as a consultant.”



“Qualification raising and career development.”



“I would like to ensure better support for my clients with disabilities towards labour market inclusion.”
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Piloting in Bulgaria
The three Bulgarian partners: Zgura- M, Interprojects and National Federation of Employers of People with Disabilities have conducted successfully the pilot phase of C@W project in Bulgaria. 109 participants coming from all over Bulgaria took part in the training as piloters. Despite
their different educational background and current occupations there is
one common characteristic - all of them provide consultancy and support to people with different types of disabilities in terms of their psycho
-social rehabilitation, education and labour market inclusion. Among
the participants were also people with different types of disabilities: visual impairments, motor disabilities, learning difficulties and congenital
disabilities.
The average duration of the pilot phase in Bulgaria was 10 months, including assessment phase. It has been started on the 1st of September
2016 and was ended on 30th June 2017.
The approach that we have followed was the so called blended learning,
including face-to-face sessions facilitated by three trainers with relevant
experience and expertise, as well as individual learning through the
C@W e – platform. During the face-to-face sessions the piloters had the
chance not only to see the dedicated presentations, but they actively participated in the suggested exercises, role play games and discussions.
The unanticipated benefits both for trainers and trainees were the
shared practical examples and cases driven by the field work of the piloters and trainers. It turns out that these group sessions were not just
face-to-face learning, but common opinions sharing and interaction
among professionals.
The assessment part of the piloting was based on self-assessment as well
as external assessment of the acquired knowledge, skills and competencies by the C@W trainers. The final assessment was made by specially
designed cases, completed by all participants. About 90% of them have
successfully passed the final assessment.
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C@W pilot phase in Bulgaria - some photos
Zlatograd

Ruse

Svishtov

Pazardzhik
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C@W pilot phase in Bulgaria - some photos
The C@W trainer & psychologist on behalf of NFRI- assoc. prof.
Margarita Bakracheva “in action”
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WHAT SAY THE PILOTERS - FEEDBACK
All of the piloters fulfilled the feedback questionnaire where they gave their
evaluation and comments on the implemented training for SE consultants.
The common opinion was that the C@W piloting went smoothly with no significant challenges or unsolvable problems. The participants have demonstrated high motivation and engagement not only because the topics of the
training were fully relevant to their daily work, but also because the SE model
is a new approach that will be intensively used in our country in the years to
come. All modules received good score, however the highest rate was given to
M5. Supported employment basics - the five steps process, followed by:
- M1. Disability Awareness;
- M7. Pre-employment agenda;
- M6. Attitudes and approaches towards people with disabilities
- M8. Career guidance - labor market methods.
The piloters also gave number of recommendations to the C@W project partners. Some of them are:


Linking employers, labour mediators, and medical specialists;



Developing additional modules – for keeping the inner motivation, keeping objectivity, managing failure, etc.;



Providing more flexibility of the modules - to be able to be adapted for
more tight specialists or beginners;



Creating a registry for SE consultants and their target customers;



Increased awareness towards different types of disabilities and barriers;



Increased level of knowledge about SE service provision;



Creation of informal professional network.

The partners agreed that for the future delivery of the C@W training course
these recommendations will be considered.
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ACCREDITATION ACTIVITIES
BULGARIA – the four Bulgarian partners are involved in the state educational standard development which will be followed by an accreditation of the
COACH@WORK training course. On September 2017 will be the review of
the draft version by the Social work committee.
AUSTRIA– there is no official procedure neither on regional (Styria) nor national level where the COACH@WORK course could be accredited, but the
Jugend am Werk team has reached organisation who would like to uptake,
mainstream and use it.
SPAIN – Fundación Pascual Tomás has applied for official accreditation of
the course as part of the existing course for SE consultants. The process of
receiving approval can last up to 1 year.
TURKEY– the UBITED team have negotiated submission of documents for
national accreditation with the support of ISKUR agency. The process of collection of results can last between 1-2 years upon submission of the application.
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SOME DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES
Spain
On 29th of May 2017, the Coach@Work team of FTP organized a seminar to
disseminate the project and its practical implementation in the field of Supported Employment.
The participants came from several public and private institutions,
NGOs, and experts in the field of education also were among attendees. The
attendees were really interested in the results of Supported Employment Consultants course that was carried out by Fundación Pascual Tomás and took
place in its premises.
Moreover, the Coach@Work team informed the participants about the continuation and next plans for exploitation of the project. These plans aim to
promote and increase the awareness of disability in our region and the improvement of employability of people with disabilities.
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SOME DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES
Austria
Barriers need to be overcome. The question, however, is: “What barriers are
we talking about and how can we successfully overcome them?”
The so called Best practice videos can address “limits”, and they can show the
advantages of a barrier-free world of work. As part of the FOKUS
WIRTSCHAFT events, significant videos will be made for every event, thus
addressing various kinds of limitations. More important, however, is that the
videos will demonstrate the achievements of people with assistance and how
enterprises have successfully integrated these people into their staff.
An additional topic deals with the role of people with disabilities as customers, thus bringing new products and services onto the market.
More info about them you could find on:
https://www.fokus-wirtschaft.at/sk/fokus-wirtschaft/best-practice-videos

„Inbildung“ thinking of implementing COACH@WORK training
Currently, talks are held with „Inbildung“ centre to integrate the training,
which was developed as part of the COACH@WORK EU project, into the education and training offers of the public training centre of Jugend am Werk
Steiermark. In her talks with Ms Michaela Meier, who represented JAW in
the COACH@WORK project, Ms Christine Bramersdorfer, head of
„Inbildung“, seemed particularly interested in the blend of online modules
and face-to-face learning: “When we manage to adapt the online platform to
our needs and requirements, the COACH@WORK curriculum could be a valuable addition to our existing education and training offers.”
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SOME DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES
Bulgaria
In the period 26- 28 June 2017 a training of 15 experts from the Directorate
"Professional Qualification and Licensing" of NAVET was conducted in the
town of Smolyan. The aim of the organized training was to increase the qualification of the experts in the specialized administration - acquiring new
knowledge on the problems of the employment of people with disabilities and
in particular - the introduction of the supported employment model in Bulgaria.
Moderators of the training were the experts from NAVET involved in the project team.
Another main objective of the training was the coordination of the activities
for development of the State Educational Standard for acquiring qualification
in the profession "Labour market mediator“/ specialty "Supported Employment consultant" and refinement of the Units of learning outcomes for the
general vocational preparation.
As a result of the training was increased the capacity of NAVET in organizing
and promoting new initiatives aimed at popularizing the supported employment model in Bulgaria as well as in the work with training programs in the
field of people with special needs.
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The final International partners meeting
in Burgas, Bulgaria
From 04 to 05 July 2017, the Sixth international partners meeting took place
in the lovely city of Burgas, Bulgaria. During the meeting some important
themes for the successful completion of the project have been discussed:


the realised activities of National Advisory Boards;



the implementation and finalisation of the piloting phase in each country;



the design of the usability report;



the status of the project website & e-learning platform;



planned dissemination activities;



past and planned exploitation and accreditation activities.

The first day finished with “The taste of our countries” - an Intercultural exchange as joint activity with the third blended learning mobility participants.
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The activities during the final meeting

In the frames of the second meeting day took place also a meeting with the
Deputy District Governor of Burgas region – prof. Sevdalina Turmanova.
The main aim of the meeting was to promote the Coach@Work final results
and to agree on possible exploitation of the training programme on the territory of Burgas region. It was held in the conference hall within the headquarter
of the District Government and lasted 1 hour. Ms Petya Grudeva has briefly
presented the project outcomes. Mrs Turmanova stated that on the territory of
Burgas there are many well-functioning social services and social enterprise
where the Coach@Work training programme and the SE model might be implemented. The meeting was closed with an agreement for future meeting in
September 2017 among Zgura -M, Interprojects and the District Government
representatives.
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C@W MULTIPLIER EVENT in Burgas
On the 6th July 2017 the Coach@Work partners have conducted the final multiplier event of the project in the big conference hall of Expo Center “Flora”,
Burgas. It was officially entitled: Employment of people with disabilities: challenges and solutions.
The conference agenda has included the following topics: implementation of
supported employment model in Bulgaria, Austria, Turkey and Spain; C@W pi-

lot phase in partners countries; exploitation of C@W outcomes; accreditation of
Supported employment consultant profile and training programme in Bulgaria;
certification ceremony for awarding the Bulgarian piloters.
One of the most exciting moments was the short, but emotional speech by Mr
Fernando Benavente who thanked the organisers for the hosting of the event
which is so useful and pleasant for the Spanish participants because in Burgas
they have met skilled colleagues with a lot of expertise and open minds.

Another emotive moment was the awarding certificates to the Bulgarian participants in the pilot phase. Within the ceremony they also thanked the organisers
for the productive training and the beneficial conference they have participated
in.
The event was attended by more than 160 participants from Bulgaria, Serbia,
Romania, Turkey, Belgium, Austria and Spain.
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C@W MULTIPLIER EVENT in Burgas
The official opening was made by the Deputy Mayor of Burgas – d-r Loris Manuelyan, who welcomed the guests and declared the readiness of Municipality
of Burgas to support the implementation of SE model on the territory of the region. He also thanked the organisers for choosing Burgas for hosting this international event which is of higher importance for the improving of employment
opportunities for people with disabilities.

The work program of the conference included thematic presentations and sharing of good practices in the field of vocational training and employment of people with disabilities and disadvantaged people. Within the framework of the
conference were presented the achieved results and the implemented activities
under the Coach@Work project. The partners presented the supported employment model in Bulgaria, Austria, Spain and Turkey. They also informed the audience about the pilot phase of Coach@Work project in their countries. NAVET
presented the Supported employment consultant as a new specialty in Bulgaria

– accreditation steps and professional qualification in Bulgaria.
The last panel was devoted to the possible initiatives to achieve the sustainability of the project results shared by the project partners in open discussion and
the next foreseen steps and opportunities.
We believe that through the photos published here as well as on the project
website you can feel the friendly and productive atmosphere that prevailed during the whole day of the event.
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C@W MULTIPLIER EVENT in Burgas - some photos
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C@W MULTIPLIER EVENT in Burgas - some photos
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Instead of final conclusion...
We believe that the final events in Burgas, Bulgaria were a condign
finish of the three-year Coach@Work project!
We hope that during all this period we have found many likeminded friends!

Thank You for your interest in our project!
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CONTACT US

Produced by the team of NAVET and
Interprojects.
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